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PRESIDENT’S LETTER 
  

This is my second tenure as PGSMN president, after an elapsed period of about 10 years. I congratulate  
Peggy for her outstanding work as president. From a somewhat reluctant beginning, she embraced the    
position, and will continue to be active with us.   

Our programs are set for 2019, and we will participate with MGS in their 50th anniversary celebration 
March 30.  

Our 2019 budget is set, and will be available in the next newsletter-there are no surprises. WE depend on 
our members for financial and participatory support. Our mission is to provide aid and assistance to those 
researching their Polish roots. Our starting points as well as our desired outcomes differ, but we can help 
each other on the journey. WE want to know how we can help each other, and will ask you for suggestions 
for talks, programs, resources, and member interactions. We will also ask you to help by volunteering, as a 
committee member, speaker, Library assistant, etc.  

See you at the April meeting  

Terry  
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DEATH CUSTOMS AND FUNERAL HOME RECORDS  

by Jonathan Shea and Diane B. Szepanski—Pathways & Passages—Fall 2003 

Honoring the dead has been part of Polish culture for centuries and is most evident at this time of year    

(Autumn) as this is when the Catholic holy days of All Saints (Nov. 1) and All Souls (Nov. 2) are observed.  

The church hierarchy officially designed these celebrations in the 14th century, although memorial-type           

celebrations occurred long before that.  

While these observations are done in all Catholic countries and theoretically exist for the same purpose, the 

outward manifestations of the ceremonies differ from country to country.  Polish peasant culture was rich 

in the celebration of these holy days and some of these rituals made their way across the ocean to Polish 

immigrant communities in the United States.  

All Saints Day is a national state holiday in Poland. It is a day off from work to enable persons to visit       

cemeteries where their ancestors are buried. In many cases, people who have moved away from their  

birthplaces will make a journey back to their ancestral parish to pray over the graves of departed members 

of their families. Cemeteries were cleaned of all vegetation in anticipation of numerous visitors. Large floral 

displays and a sea of votive candles were placed at graveside. A Mass was celebrated in the parish church or 

the cemetery itself.  

The custom of decorating graves for this event was brought to North America, but has died out in many 

communities; however, it is still very much alive in New Britain, Connecticut and several other locations. 

Aside from the cemetery decorations and Mass, certain practices and superstitions were also evident.  

For example, in rural Poland a door or window was opened on the eve of All Souls Day (called Dzieii          

Zaduszny or Zaduszki) as it was widely held that the souls of the departed ancestors would return to their 

homes on this day. In earlier times, the family would gather on this night to pray for their departed family 

members and a small meal was eaten. The table was set with one or more extra plates for the expected  

visiting spirits. Special breads were baked for the occasion. Extra breads were prepared for the next day 

when these breads were taken to the parish church to be distributed to the dziady or beggars who, in      

exchange for the generosity of the family, would pray and sing hymns for the family’s departed members.   

Polish Burial customs 

 Certain other customs of death and burial, aside from those described above, were also brought to the 

United States. Largely originating in rural areas, many were abandoned in the immigrants' new environ-

ment, and most are no longer heard of in Europe. Nonetheless, it is interesting to learn about some of the 

superstitions and rituals that our ancestors may have practiced centuries ago. Some may seem silly and   

illogical to us in the 21st century, but such is the inherent nature of most folk superstitions.  

In general, the peasant viewed death with resigned fatalism, an expected part of the life cycle. The ideal 

death was a calm one, in one's own home, surrounded by family. Death with dignity was more important in 

the peasant's mind than the pomp and fanfare of an impressive religious ceremony.  

Several "signs" of death were carefully watched for. The behavior of animals gave clues to impending        
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demise, as well as certain sounds in the house or recurrent dreams. The appearance or nonappearance of 

one's shadow on Christmas Eve was a sign of calamity, as well as the unexpected extinguishing of a candle 

during a church wedding ceremony.  

Once death struck, certain rituals were observed. Windows in the house were to be opened wide to allow  

the soul to quickly begin its journey to the next world.  

However, the journey did not begin in earnest until the final bells tolled at the deceased's funeral. Clocks 

were stopped in the house until after the burial, and mirrors were covered so as not to see a reflection of   

the dead.  

The preparation of the body for burial was done with great care and without any financial constraint. It was 

felt that treatment of the deceased must be first-rate and all of his or her requests were to be strictly        

honored, so as not to cause any displeasure or irritation. Failure co observe these wishes could result in the 

soul haunting the house, something co be avoided at all costs.  

Therefore, the deceased was dressed in the finest clothing possible, and the coffin was to be the best the 

family could afford. The body was laid out in the home on tables or board and surrounded by refreshments 

for the deceased's soul, in the event chat he or she might wish to partake of them. Wakes were at least a   

two-day affair, at which family and the other villagers would keep watch over the deceased, singing and  

praying.  

During this entire process and even after burial, certain activities were prohibited. No sewing was allowed for 

fear that the needles would injure the deceased's soul. Food was not to be left in the same room as the body, 

and in fact, in many cases its preparation was done outside the house. Any comb that was used to prepare 

the body was not to be used again, as it was feared that one's hair would fall out. Cloth scraps from the 

shroud and the needle used to sew it were also to be destroyed or placed in the coffin. Any wood shavings 

from the coffin were to be gathered and placed inside it. Stepping on the shavings was a portent of probable 

injury.  

Various items were placed in the coffin, such as the deceased's favorite objects; money, should it be needed 

on the journey; or the deceased's cap, so he would not return to get it. Children's coffins often contained toys 

or flowers.  

On the day of the funeral, family and friends would gather to sing to the deceased the final farewell in his 

own home. Here the family and friends embrace, kiss and shake hands with the deceased for the final time. 

The casket is removed from the house, feet first so the deceased will not try to return and enter the house. 

The head of the coffin is touched on the outer step of the home three times. The coffin is then loaded on a 

wagon to be taken to church.  All windows in the house are opened, as well as the lids of trunks and chests, 

so the deceased can have a final last look at his home. As the wagon departs, all that has been opened is 

closed again, and the bench or table on which the coffin rested is overturned co prevent the soul from        

returning to the house.  

The priest led the trip to the church on foot. At the cemetery the priest conducted the final rites and all     

participants sprinkled earth on the coffin. Upon leaving the cemetery, it was considered bad luck to look back 

at the grave—if this were done, another death would surely occur among those present.  
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Funeral homes are private businesses and as such have no obligation to provide you with any information. 

Fortunately, many will gladly do so if your purpose is to learn information for a family history. You should 

always ask if there is a processing fee for sending you the information, and enclose a self-addressed 

stamped envelope.   

If you are unsure if there was a Polish funeral home  in your place of interest, you can consult the American 

Blue Book of Funeral Directors. For closed homes, check the city directory that will have such listings and 

then try to learn what happened to the records of the establishment. Some closed funeral homes destroyed 

their records, while others, cognizant of their historical value, donated them to historical societies.  

To Left— many Polish cemeteries issued deeds 

to the plots in booklet form, in which the 

names of all persons buried in the plot are 

listed along with their date of death. At right: 

memorial prayer cards often give the date of 

death.  

Traditional Polish Easter Basket 

Maslo (Butter) - This dairy product is often shaped into a lamb (Baranek Wielkanocny)  
or a cross. This reminds us of the good will of Christ that we should have towards all 
things.  Babka (Easter Bread) - A round or long loaf topped with a cross or a fish,       
symbolic of Jesus, who is the Bread of Life.  Chrzan (Horseradish) - Symbolic of the     
Passion of Christ still in our minds.  Jajka (Eggs) and Pisanki (decorated with symbols   
of Easter, of life, of prosperity) - Indicates new life and Christ's Resurrection from  

the tomb.  Kielbasa (Sausage) - A sausage product, symbolic of God's favor and generosity.  Szynka (Ham) - 
Symbolic of great joy and abundance. Some prefer lamb or veal. The lamb also reminds Christians that the 
Risen Christ is the "Lamb of God."  Slonina (Smoked Bacon) - A symbol of the overabundance of God's mercy 
and generosity.  Sol (Salt) - A necessary element in our physical life. Symbolic of prosperity and justice and to 
remind us that people are the flavor of the earth.  Ser (Cheese) - Symbolic of the moderation Christians 
should have at all times.  Candle - Represents Christ as the Light of the World.  Colorful Ribbons and Sprigs  
of Greenery - are attached to the basket as signs of joy and new life in the season of spring and in celebration 
of the Resurrection.  Linen Cover - drawn over the top of the basket which is ready for the priest's visit to the 
home or the trip to church where it is joined with the baskets of others to await the blessing. The food is then 
set aside and enjoyed on Easter Sunday.  
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Polish Genealogy Websites to explore 

From shepherds and Shoemakers—https://fromshepherdsandshoemakers.com/2016/12/07/50-useful-

websites-for-polish-genealogy/ - over 50 different sites and links for Polish Genealogy 

 Searchable database for Ellis Island if your ancestors came through this New York port between 1892 and 

1924. Register with a username and password to view manifest images. https://

www.libertyellisfoundation.org/ 

Free Polish genealogy websites can save you loads of legwork in locating ancestral hometowns and figuring 

out where to look for records: 

• http://sites.rootsweb.com/~polwgw/polandgen.html—Geographic focus: Poland—help pages for               

research how-tos—Featured Projects—find records and a list of surnames other site users are research-

ing 

• http://www.halgal.com/ - Geographic focus: Eastern Galicia (now in Poland and Ukraine)   

• https://www.jewishgen.org/ - Geographic focus: Poland, especially Jewish communities, including maps 

and use the JewishGen Gazetteer (formerly the ShtetlSeeker) for finding Polish towns  

• http://polishroots.com/ -  register your Polish surnames and connect with others sharing those names;  

links to old gazetteers and directories covering Polish regions 
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because of the vital part he plays in the fortunes of the one  country destined 

above all its neighbors, by reason of its peculiar geographical situation, to preserve the future peace of    

Europe. Vastly in a majority in the Polish population, and  holding a dominating position in the Polish    

congress, the peasant of Poland is a man well worth our getting acquainted with. 
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   little one!  It is as if a soft wind in the trees were rocking him. 

                                                                                             II 

The land, the countryside of Poland, is so intimately woven into the life and language of the people that even 

the names of months of the year are taken directly from the fields.  Thus 
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The men’s trousers, 
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Visit the Polish Café and Cultural Booth, and the Dolina Polish Folk Dancers presentations and Bazaar.  

May 2-5, 2019 

RiverCentre, 175 Kellogg Blvd., St. Paul MN  

https://www.festivalofnations.com 

For 86 years, the Festival of Nations has inspired people throughout the region to discover more about 

our world and embrace the rich cultural diversity brought to us by immigrants from around the globe.  
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Szukam cię — I’m looking for you 

Welcome to our new members!  We hope all members enjoy reviewing the list below for 

possible connections with other  members.  You may be related to someone sitting next to 

you  at one of our get-togethers!   

Hello members!  The list below of new and renewing members may help connect you with others research-

ing their family roots.  If you include surnames and locations on your membership application form, we will    

publish the information so other researchers can contact you.   When completing your membership             

application, please type or print clearly.  We do our best to type the names and locations correctly 

New Members: 

Baran, Gary Lee, gary.baran@att.net, Researching: BARAN of Rudnik nad Sanem, settling in Minneapolis, 
MN; MACH of Rudnik nad Sanem, settling in Minneapolis, MN. 
 
Fowler, Sue, s_sfowler@msn.com, Researching:  WASILK of Pomorski, settling in Grenville, SD; DOLREY of 
Pomorski, settling in Grenville, SD; GRUBA of Pomorski, settling in Grenville, SD; KURKOWSKI of Pomorski, 
settling in Grenville, SD. 
 
Hendrickson, Leah, leah.hendrickson@gmail.com, Researching: PINKOWSKI of Kurzec (?) now Ukraine, 
settling in Minneapolis, MN; KOTKOWSKI of Riwne, now Rovno in Ukraine, settling in Minneapolis, MN and 
Zeluna Gwa, Poland. 

Kowalczyk, Michael, nflbearslde@gmail.com, Researching: KOWALCZYK of Rabka, settling in Chicago, IL. 

Runnakko, Sam and Margaret, mrunnakko@gmail.com, Researching:  POLENIK of Cetula; ZORENA of Cetula 
(Jaroslav?); ZORENA POLENIK KOVALSKI of Cetula (Jaroslav?); TUCKY, ZORENA of Cetula or Jaroslav settling 
in Cleveland, OH; KRUCHOWSKI ZORENA of Cetula, settling in Cleveland, OH and Chisholm, MN; KLODNISKI 
POLENIK of Cetula?, settling in Chisholm, MN; POLENIK. 

Shuster, Judie, greanygirl@yahoo.com, Researching:  WAWRZONEK of Selasia, settling in Minneapolis, MN. 

Thies, Hedy, hthies12@comcast.net, Researching: PINKOWSKI of Miemdzezec, settling in Minneapolis, MN; 
KOLKOWSKI of Rzeczki, Korzec/Korets, settling in Minneapolis, MN  

Renewing Members: 

Alverson, Therese, rtalverson@msn.com, Researching: LIBERKO of Lezyny, Poland, settling in Winona, MN; 
HEREK, settling in Winona, MN. 

Atwood, Bonnie Marie (Kolupailo), bon_livlovlaugh@yahoo.com, Researching:  KOLUPAILO/SZYMANSKI of 
Vilno, Poland, settling in Vermont to Minnesota; RUDZIEWSKI of Vilno, Poland; ROMANOWSKI of Poland; 
JAROCKI of Piotrkow, Poland, settling in Minnesota through Quebec, Canada; WOJTKIEWICZ of Poland, 
settling in Vermont and Massachusetts. 

Bambenek, Jerome, bambenek@embarqmail.com 

mailto:gary.baran@att.net
mailto:s_sfowler@msn.com
mailto:leah.hendrickson@gmail.com
mailto:nflbearslde@gmail.com
mailto:mrunnakko@gmail.com
mailto:greanygirl@yahoo.com
mailto:hthies12@comcast.net
mailto:rtalverson@msn.com
mailto:bon_livlovlaugh@yahoo.com
mailto:bambenek@embarqmail.com
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Betley, Rosanne, rbetley@hotmail.com, Researching: BETLEY of Maków Podhalanski, settling in Minneapolis, 

MN; ULMAN of Pcim, settling in Minneapolis, MN; SRAGA of Pcim; PAPIERZ of Maków Podhalanski. 

Bias, Jeanette, biasj52@gmail.com 

Biedny, Jerome, jaybiedny@juno.com, Researching: ANTKOWIAK, BIEDNY, BARTKOWIAK of Poznań, settling     

in Buffalo, NY; BARŃAS, DOBOSZ, FYDA of Tarnów Nowy Sącz, settling in Buffalo, NY. 

Birdsall, Jim, jake42mail@gmail.com, Researching:  KWATERSKI of Wingrańce, Sejny, Podlaskie, settling in     
Pittsburgh, PA; NAPIERALSKI of Poznań, Wielkopolskie, settling in Pittsburgh, PA. 

Broll, Vern, sylviahills@gmail.com, Researching: BROLL of Silesia, Poland, settling in Wright County, MN;       
BUHL of Silesia, Poland, settling in Wright County MN; KOSIAL of Silesia, Poland, settling in Wright County,      
MN; GABRELCIK of Silesia, Poland, settling in Wright County, MN; MALOK of Silesia, Poland, settling in Wright 
County, MN. 

Bumgarner, Pat, pab@mpls.k12.mn.us 

Burke, Thomas E., teburke@mac.com, Researching: MATCZYŃSKI of Wysoka (Wissek) Poland, settling in    
Stearns County, MN; HELINSKI of Wysoka (Wissek) of Poland, settling in Stearns County, MN. 

Chamberlain, Vivian, vivdonchamberl@ameritech.net, Researching: JARNOT of Brzeszcze, settling in               
Minnesota; MORON of Katowice, settling in Minnesota and Toronto, Canada; WODNICZAK/WADNIZAK of 
Gorzyczki, Dolanow, settling in North Dakota and Minnesota; WIZNER of Fablanow, settling in North Dakota    
and Duluth, MN.  

Colwell, Paula, pjcolwell@msn.com 

Czech, Dennis, CzeckRBD2@gmail.com 

Dixon, Carole, cdixon24@comcast.net 

Dolle, Robert J., rdolle@aol.com 

Esala, Marilee, esalajeff@yahoo.com, Researching: MARZFELT/MARKWART/MARQUART of Warsaw and        
surrounding area. 

Etzel, Audra, etzelfamily@msn.com 

Farkas, Irene, aandifar@hotmail.com, Researching: OCKOWSKI, settling in Wisconsin; ZIEMBENSKI, settling in 
Wisconsin. 

Fiereck, Jean, dj3601@msn.com,  Researching: WRZOS of Krakow, settling in Minneapolis, MN; KACZMAREK     
of Krakow, settling in Minneapolis, MN. 

Foley, Judith, judyfoley@gmail.com, Researching:  WORWA of Rabka, Poland, settling in Minneapolis, MN. 
 
Franczyk, James J., jimfranczyk45@msn.com, Researching: FRANCZYK of Kamienica, Poland, settling in               
Chicago, IL; MADON of Limanowa, Poland, settling in Chicago, IL; FARON of Szczereź or Limanowa, Poland;    
CZOP of Kozary, Poland, settling in Chicago, IL and Stevens Point, WI; WOJCIASCEK of Limanowa, Poland,    
settling in  Chicago, IL and Stevens Point, WI. 

mailto:rbetley@hotmail.com
mailto:biasj52@gmail.com
mailto:jaybiedny@juno.com
mailto:jake42mail@gmail.com
mailto:sylviahills@gmail.com
mailto:pab@mpls.k12.mn.us
mailto:teburke@mac.com
mailto:vivdonchamberl@ameritech.net
mailto:pjcolwell@msn.com
mailto:CzeckRBD2@gmail.com
mailto:cdixon24@comcast.net
mailto:rdolle@aol.com
mailto:esalajeff@yahoo.com
mailto:etzelfamily@msn.com
mailto:aandifar@hotmail.com
mailto:dj3601@msn.com
mailto:judyfoley@gmail.com
mailto:jimfranczyk45@msn.com
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Freihammer, V. S., verfrei@juno.com, Researching:  WARZECHA of Koelm Prussia, settling in Stearns   
County, MN.  
 
Geron, Adam F., mgeron93@verizon.net, Researching: MICHAEL J. GIERON of Tarnow, Poland, settling in 
Little Falls, MN. 
 
Hall, Jenny, kevjen@bellsouth.net, Researching:  KUDASIK of Wowytark, Poland, settling in Minneapolis, 
MN; ZELAZNY of Tarnow, Borek, Austria, settling in Minneapolis, MN; SHUDY of Borek, Cieclin, Okocim, 
Austria,/Poland, settling in Pine County, MN; BROSKO of Moranchi, Yavoviv, Galacia, Poland, settling in  
Minneapolis, MN via Manitoba, Canada; BIERNAT of Tarnow, Galacia, settling in Minneapolis, MN;            
KACZMARCZYK of Makow Galacia, Austria, settling in Minneapolis, MN; TORZEWSKI  of Poznan, Wielkopol-
skie Poland, settling in Pine County, MN; WOJTECKI of Poland, Germany, settling in Pine County, MN;     
PATKIEWICZ of Makow, Poland, settling in Minneapolis, MN. 

Henrickson, Fran, fhendrick@comcast.net, Researching:  PINKOWSKI of Korcez, settling in Minneapolis, 
MN; KOLKOWSKI of Rovne. 

Huneke, Joan, joan.huneke@yahoo.com 

Jerde, Mary, jerde.mary@gmail.com, BOIKE of Kashubia; WALECKI of Kashubia. 

Johnson, Mary & Katie, kmmmkjohnson@msn.com, Researching: CIESIELSKI/CIESIELSKA, MANIAK, DUDA 
of Raschkow and Bieganin, Poznan, settling in Buffalo, NY, Superior, WI, Duluth and Split Rock Township, 
MN; BUTKIEWICZ, SEDYS/SZEDIS/SHADYS of Mastołi and Kolesniki, Suwalki, Poland and Lithuania, settling 
in Superior, WI, Duluth and Kettle River, MN; KUBICKI, WALCHOWIAK/WACHOWIAK of Poznan, settling in 
Duluth and Winona, MN;  OLSZEWSKI, KOSLAKIEWICZ of Poznan, settling in Buffalo, NY and Duluth, MN; 
KRZESZEWSKI/KRISKE, DAMAZYN, MYSZKA/MUSOLF of Poznan, settling in Duluth, MN. 

Joyce, Betty, bettyejoyce@live.com, Researching: SLUCHOCKE (SLAIRD) of Suwalki, Poland, settling in  

Rochester, NY and Duluth, MN; SOBIESKI of Lechlin, Wagriwiec, Posen, settling in Duluth, MN; HELEWSKI/

CHYLEWSKI of Lutówko, Bydgoszcz, settling in Duluth, MN; TRADER/TREJDER of Tuszkowy, settling in 

Gnesen Twnsh., St. Louis County, MN; ZACHMAN/CACHMAN of Wawelno, settling in Rochester, NY. 

Jurek, Don, deerun@usfamily.net, Researching: JUREK of Silesia, settling in Minnesota and Wisconsin; 
KAMPA of Silesia, settling in Minnesota and Wisconsin; SAKRY of Silesia, settling in Minnesota and          
Wisconsin; NIEDZIELSKI settling in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

Kita, Terry, terrykita@earthlink.net, Researching: KITA of Czornkow, Poznan, settling in Door County, WI; 
ZAK of Czornkow, Poznan, settling in Door County, WI; SZMIT (SZMYT) of Czornkow, Poznan, settling in 
Door County, WI; SCHRAM of Poznan, settling in Door County, WI; KACZMASOK of Poznan, settling in Door 
County, WI; FURMAN of Czornkow, Poznan, settling in Door County, WI; NAPERIOLA of Poznan, settling in 
Door County, WI. 
 
Klechefski, Michelle, mklechef@hotmail.com, Researching:  KLECZEWSKI/A of Zakroczym, settling in        
Chicago, IL; ZARĘBA of Warsaw, settling in Chicago, IL; C/HOJNOWSKI.  
 
Kowles, Mary, johnkow@q.com 

mailto:verfrei@juno.com
mailto:mgeron93@verizon.net
mailto:kevjen@bellsouth.net
mailto:fhendrick@comcast.net
mailto:joan.huneke@yahoo.com
mailto:jerde.mary@gmail.com
mailto:kmmmkjohnson@msn.com
mailto:bettyejoyce@live.com
mailto:deerun@usfamily.net
mailto:terrykita@earthlink.net
mailto:mklechef@hotmail.com
mailto:johnkow@q.com
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Kulas, Dennis, dkulas1940@yahoo.com, Researching: ZABROCKA of Bak, Koscierzyna, Poland; KALDUNSKI  
of Gorkie, Koscierzyna, Poland; PRZYTARSKA of Bak (?), Koscierzyna, Poland; LENDOWSKA of Gorki (?),        
Koscierzyna, Poland. 
 
Kurpiers, Ronald, kurpiers@augsburg.edu, Researching: KURPIERS/KURPIERZ of Silesia, Poland, settling in 
Todd County, MN.  
 
Kush, Raymond, raym 

onddkush@aol.com, Researching: KUŚ / KUSH of Otpiny, Galicia settling in Chicago, IL and Ontario, Canada; 
NIEMIEC of Otpiny, Galicia;  POLAK of Otpiny, Galicia settling in Chicago, IL;  RYBA of Otpiny, Galicia settling 
in Chicago, IL; MĘZYK of Otpiny, Galicia settling in Chicago, IL;  ORLOF of Otpiny, Galicia; NIZIOLEK of Otpiny, 
Galicia; PYZIK of Otpiny, Galicia; BYCZEK of Otpiny, Galicia; BOCHENEK of Otpiny, Galicia; GOGOLA of Otpiny, 
Galicia, settling in Ontario, Canada. 

Langworthy, Susanne, smlang50@aol.com, Researching: RAPACZ of Rdzawka, Poland, settling in Walsh City, 
ND; GERSZEWSKI of Brusy, Czapiewice Poland, settling in Walsh City, ND; CZYSZCZON of Rdzawka, Rabka, 
settling in Walsh City, ND; KUKOWSKI of Brusy, Czapiewice Poland, settling in Walsh City, ND. 

Laska, Barbara and Thomas, thomas.laska@gmail.com 

Lulai, Rita, 301 – 11th Avenue N.E., Jamestown, ND 58401, Researching: LULAI/LULAY/LULAJ of Poppelieu, 

settling in Frud, ND and Spirtwood Lake, ND; KAKATT of Poppelieu, settling in Frud, ND; PAMPUCH of        

Poppelieu, settling in Frud, ND; PIECHOTTA of Poppelieu, settling in Frud ND and Gull Lake; SORTORE   

settling in ?mbledon, ND. 

Lundquist, Stella C., scl@usfamily.net, Researching: FLIS of Lublin, settling in St. Paul, MN. 

Mack, Ed, macked425@yahoo.com 

Magnuson, Janet, janmagnuson@gmail.com, Researching:  KOCIKOWSKI of Srebrna Gora Znin, settling in 
Minnesota; DANIELSKI of Wapno; WALKOWIAK of Keynia; KOSMATKA settling in Elkhart, IN and MN; 
KOSMASIANKA of Wapno area. 

Mahan, Bernadette, bjmahan@comcast.net 

Marszalek, Dori, dorim@comcast.net, Researching:  DZIWISZ settling in Northeast Minneapolis, MN; 
RUSINAK settling in Northeast Minneapolis, MN. 
 
Martin, Kay J., dekjmartin@att.net, Researching:  LUCHT of Storkowo, settling in Corcoran, Dayton, and    
Maple Grove, MN.  
 
Masyga, Jon, jmasyga@hbci.com 

Miller Kohler, Lorrie, lmilkohler@comcast.net, Researching: SWIATEK of Galacia Dobrkόw, Poland, settling  
in Chicago, IL and Minnesota; WOZNIAK of Galacia Brzeziny, Poland, settling in Chicago, IL and Minnesota; 
ZWADZISZEWSKI of Poznan Rognosgo, settling in New York and Illinois. 

Moriarty, Mary, mimoriarty@earthlink.net, Researching: MURKOWSKI of Kcznia, Poland, settling in Chicago, 
IL; CZUBEK of Bobowa, Poland, settling in Chicago, IL. 
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Mros, Gilbert and Janet, gil.mros@gmail.com, Researching:  GUTOWSKI of Łomza, settling in Pennsylvania; 
MROS of Cupel, settling in Pennsylvania; MARZEWSKI of Ilcziki, settling in Pennsylvania/Michigan; 
MIERZEJEWSKI of Ilcziki, settling in Pennsylvania/Michigan. 
 
Nelson, Debbie, cdnelcon@msn.com, Researching:  SHOPEK/SZHOPEK settling in Minneapolis, MN;        
MISKOWIEC settling in Minneapolis, MN. 
 
Nelson, Marilyn, mjdjnelson@msn.com, Researching: SMIALKOWSKI of Nowy Targ, settling in Minneapolis, 
MN; MROGALA of Nowy Targ, settling in Minneapolis, MN; RADWANSKA of Galicia; PYZOWSKI of Wrocław, 
Krakow, Nowy Targ. 

Neuenfeldt, James, neunan334@msn.com, Researching: KUSZ/KUTZ of Juncewo, settling in St. Paul, MN; 
ŁUKESZEWSKI of Juncewo, settling in St. Paul, MN; JAKUBUNSKI. 

Neumann, David, david.l.neumann@comcast.net, Researching: NEUMANN of Bialoswie, Posen, settling in 
Melrose, MN; WITT of Tlukow, Posen, settling in Melrose, MN; TABATT of Tlukow, Posen, settling in        
Melrose, MN. 

Nuss, Sandy, senuss@midco.net, Researching:  PHILIPSEK of Twaradwa, Poland, settling in Arban, MN;     
SOLARZ of Falkowice, Poland, settling in North Prairie and Holdingford, MN; JARNOT of Kety, Poland, 
settling in Holdingford, MN; LICHY of Opole, Poland, settling in Arban, MN. 

Oase, Barbara (Tarnowski), barboase@yahoo.com, Researching:  TARNOWSKI of Mechowo, Gmina Puck, 
Puck Co Pomerania, settling in Gnesen Township north of Duluth, MN; BRYLLOWSKI of Warzno, Gmina 
Szemud Wejherowo Co, Pomerania, settling in Gnesen Township north of Duluth, MN; KONKEL of Warzno, 
Gmina Szemud Wejherowo Co, Pomerania, settling in Gnesen Township north of Duluth, MN; LABUDA of 
Zeblewo, Gmina Szemud Wejherowo Co, Pomerania, settling in Gnesen Township north of Duluth, MN; 
MOSINIAK of Rogalin, Mosina Gmina, Posnan Co, Greater Poland, settling in Gnesen Township north of    
Duluth, MN; TOBOTA/TOBOLA of Kornik, Wielkopolska Poznan Co, Greater Poland, settling in Gnesen  
Township north of Duluth, MN. 

Odette, Barbara, barbarod@comcast.net, Researching:  CZUBERNAT of Nowy Targ, settling in Chicago, IL; 
GRANICZNA of Tarnow-Leka, settling in Chicago, IL; CZOP of Tarnow-Radlow, settling in Chicago, IL; SIENKA 
of Nowy Targ. 

Ogren, Rhonda, tim.rhonda1949@gmail.com 

Pedersen, Heather, hlpedersen7@gmail.com, Researching: WASIK, MACIAG of Brzostowa Góra, settling in 
Minneapolis, MN and New Jersey; KOPEC, WOJTOWICZ, CEBULA of Huta Komorowska, settling in            
Minneapolis, MN and Rusk Co., WI; RUCKI, CZEREPAK, GELERAK  of Nadbrzezie, settling in Minneapolis, MN 
and Chicago, IL; PIWINSKi, PIECHOTA of Cygany, settling in Minneapolis, MN and Pennsylvania. 

Pretare, Dorothy, dp2cats@yahoo.com, KIEDROWSKI of Lipusz Kościerzyna, Pomerania Poland, settling in 
Winona, MN and Trempealean County WI; RUDNIK of Osława Dąbrowa Bytow Pomerania Poland, settling in 
Winona, MN and Trempealean County WI and Jamestown, NY; KONKOL of Kościerzyna (Berent) Kościerzyna 
Pomerania, settling in Winona, MN and Trempealean County WI; BORZYSZKOWSKI of Prussia, settling in 
Winona, MN and Trempealean County WI; BLASZKOWSKI of Osława Dąbrowa Bytow Pomerania Poland, 
settling in Winona, MN and Trempealean County WI and Jamestown, NY. 
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Richards, Elizabeth, richardsbetty@comcast.net, Researching: PALEWICZ of Krejwiany, Sejny, Podlaskie,   
Poland, settling in Shenandoah, PA; DRZAZGA of Koniemłoty, Stazόw, Świętokrzyskie, Poland, settling in 
Springfield, IL. 
 
Rog, Paul T., pawelrog1@gmail.com, Researching:  RÓG of Stróza, settling in Minneapolis, MN; PTAK of   
Poznan, settling in Minneapolis, MN; WOJCIAK of Chabówka, settling in Minneapolis, MN. 
 
Rozek, David, dave@customcontractingmn.com, Researching: DRAZKOWSKI settling in Winona, MN; ROZEK 
settling in Winona, MN. 

Serreyn, David, gofishds@juno.com, Researching: KAROLCZAK of Sanke, settling in Wilno, MN; GRUHOT 
settling in Wilno, MN. 

Shaltz, Jennifer, jshaltz@comcast.net, Researching:  CHOROMANSKI of northeast region of Poland, settling 
in New Jersey and Minnesota; NIEWINSKA of northeast region of Poland, settling in Minneapolis, MN. 

Sokolowski, Spencer, spikesokol@msn.com, Researching:  SOKOLOWSKI of Sandonierz, settling in            
Minneapolis, MN. 

Sonnek, Susan, sconstco@bevcomm.net 

Soyett, Maryland, msoy8731@comcast.net, Researching:  SOJAT and PTAK. 

Splittstozer, RoxAnn, roxinmn@gmail.com 

Stanefski, Eugene, shargene2@comcast.net, Researching:  DRAPACZ of Prezwody; SIKORA of Prezwody; 
STANISZEWSKI of Hebdow; KLEK of Hebdow; WTOREK of Hebdow. 

Stanek, John R., jstanek@visi.com 

Stawarz, Raymond and Helen, rstawarz@charter.net, Researching: STAWARZ of Leki Gorne, settling in     
Chicago, IL; TRAGARZ of Rzeszow, settling in Chicago, IL. 

Stonina, Darrell F., stnd05@mac.com 

Theissen, Susan, theissen130@msn.com 

Thomson, Suzanne, P.O. Box 285, Janesville, MN 56048 

Tomzak, Thomas, ttomzak@cox.net, Researching:  TOMAK settling in Sturgeon Lake, MN; WOLOWITEZ, 
settling in Duluth, MN. 

Trent, Mary Ann, gatraveler@mindspring.com  

Veillet, Daniel and Linda, daniel44@q.com, Researching: BUBACZ of Giebria, Poznan, settling in Duluth, MN; 
KUJAWA of Cieslin, Kujawsko-Pomorske, settling in Duluth, MN; MOLENDA of Giebria, Poznan;            
LEWANDOWSKA of Jaktoraw (Chodziez); ZIELINSKA of Cieslin, Kujawsko-Pomorske.  

Warzecha, Phyllis, 1413 Seldon Street, St. Paul, MN 55108 
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White, Robert, rwwhite57@comcast.net, Researching: PNIEWSKI (PINEWSKI) of Klecko, Poznan, Settling in 
Minneapolis, MN and Buffalo, NY; GRUGAL of Cekcyn, settling in northwest Minnesota, Chicago, IL,        
Pennsylvania; LUBINSKI of Cekcyn; SOBCZAK of Klecko Poznan. 
 
Wrich, John, mwrich@q.com, Researching: WRICZ/WRYCZA, settling in St. Paul and Winona, MN; KUSZ; 
LUKASZEWSKA. 
 
Wrobel, Gordon, gordonwrobel@mac.com 

Youngstrom, Gary, gyoungstrom@comcast.net, Researching:  SWIETEK/SWENTEK of Szarow, settling in 
South St. Paul, MN; WRODEK; GRUZECKI/GRUSZECKI. 

 

Pierogi Must Be Polish by Trina Goss Galauner 

Article originally appeared in  Our Polish Ancestor / Polish Genealogical Society of Greater Cleveland (December 2018)  

Pierogi have been a staple of the Polish American dinner table for generations.  But where and when were 

pierogi invented?  And is pierogi indeed a Polish creation?   

The word “pierogi” is plural for pierogi and is a generic term for a filled dumpling.  It is derived from the Slav-

ic languages where it has many different spellings.   

One theory of the origin of pierogi is that as the Tatars and Mongols advanced across Muscovy (now Russia) 

they brought with them the concept of the stuffed dumpling which they obtained from the Far East.  The 

Chinese made a type of filled dumpling called  
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Mentioned many times 
in  Compendium ferculorum, the 
first Polish cookbook of 1682. The 
author included the first recipe for 
pierogi in the chapter with meat 
dishes. pierogi were either fried in 
olive or oil, or baked. Pierogi were 
very domesticated in the Polish 
cuisine of the 17th century with a 
multitude of recipes for pierogi 
that surprises foreign visitors has 
existed for at least three hundred 
years.  

Pierogi first appeared in a cookbook in 1682 when the head chef at the 

court of the house of Lubormirski, Stanisfaw Czerniecki, published the 

Compendium Ferculorum in Polish, dedicating it to Princess Helena Tekla 

Lubomirska.  Czerniecki’s pierogi  contained meat or were of the sweet, 

dessert variety.      

When potatoes were introduced to Eastern Europe in the late 1700s, Ru-

thenians started filling their pierogi with potatoes, farmer’s cheese 

(twarog) and onions.  Today they are call Ruskie pierogi which literally 

means “Ruthenian pierogi” and they are probably the type of pierogi we 

most associate with our Polish American heritage.  But, this variety is not 

the most popular in Poland.  Poles more often fill their pierogi with 

ground meat, mushrooms, cabbage or berries.   

Polish immigrants brought their pierogi recipes to the U.S. and the Ruskie 

pierogi evolved into the potato and cheddar cheese pierogi, the most  

popular variety in the U.S. today.  According to local legend, pierogi was                                                            

first  served in a restaurant setting in the U.S. during the depression when                                                          

the Marton House Tavern in Cleveland served pierogi to unemployed 

steel workers.  Ted Twardzik, whose ancestors came from southeastern 

Poland,  established Mrs. T’s Pierogies in 1952, providing frozen pierogi 

for sale in supermarkets.     

So it’s hard to say where a dough filled pocket of filling was first con-

ceived of and created.  But the Polish people certainly made it a world-

wide sensation and gave it a name that will forever be synonymous with 

Polish ethnicity.                              ***** 

Interested in more information on pierogi  —  check out  

Polish Food 101—Pierogi at https://culture.pl/en/article/polish-food-101-pierogi 

The Pierogi Renaissance:  How Poland’s most famous dish is reinventing itself at https://culture.pl/en/

article/the-pierogi-renaissance-how-polands-most-famous-dish-is-reinventing-itself  

The dumpling that comforts Poland at http://www.bbc.com/travel/gallery/20181218-the-dumpling-that-

comforts-poland 

Exploring Pierogi: The Polish dumplings at https://delishably.com/world-cuisine/Exploring-Pieroges 

******* 

Research in Prussian Poland—Online tutorial 
https://www.familysearch.org/ask/learningViewer/418   (in English) 

 
This tutorial discusses the most important websites used in the “Prussian” area of Poland  prior to 
WWI (including Pommern, East and West Prussia, Silesia, Posen and Brandenburg.) 
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Polish Genealogical  Society of   Minnesota    
1385 Mendota Heights Road #100 
Mendota Heights, MN 55120-1367 
651-330-9312  
 
Visit us on the web at www.pgsmn.org  

The Polish Genealogical Society of Minnesota  wishes to thank its members for their past generosity and 

support and we look forward  to continuing to provide resources, tools  and  support in your Polish         

Genealogy research.       

The PGSMN Newsletter is published 

quarterly in Spring, Summer, Fall and 

Winter.   Newsletter subscription  is     

included with membership.  

Submitting items for publication is      

welcomed and highly encouraged.  We      

require feature-length articles  to be  

submitted exclusively to PGSMN.  Mail 

articles, letters, book reviews, news 

items, send queries to  Editor— email  

Przynski@comcast.net.      

Getting the Most Out of DNA                  
Ethnicity Reports 

MGS Webinar  
Wednesday, April 3rd, 2019 

7:00—8:15 pm  
One of the most frequent complaints 
about DNA tests is that ethnicity      
reports don’t fulfill our expectations.  
A fresh look at how reports are         
calculated and examination of various   
challenges that occur.  Gain a better 
understanding of incorporating the 
results into your research.      

Presenter John Vanek  

  


